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PLATOON COMMAND
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45 minutes

ages: 10+

2 players

In Platoon Command you take the role of a platoon leader
during WW2, guiding your platoon into combat in order to capture
critical battlefield objectives. Platoon Command is a quickplaying game that uses cards for combat, command and control, fog
of war, and attrition. Your mission is to gain Objective Points by
controlling areas of the battlefield. You accomplish this goal by
issuing orders to your command group, three rifle squads, and
specialized personnel.
Object of the Game
You win by controlling areas in order to gain Objective
Points. Additional scenarios have a variety of win
conditions.
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Components
• 18 Game board tiles
• US card deck (54 cards)
• German card deck (54 cards)
• 11 US combat counters
• 11 German combat counters
• 18 US Control/Scouted markers
• 18 German Control/Scouted markers
• 17 Objective markers
• 2 Target markers
• 3 US (Green) Ten-sided dice
• 3 German (Blue) Ten-sided dice

Combat
Counters

Objective
Markers

Control
Markers

Scouted
Markers

Game Tiles

The Cards
The US and German decks have the same distribution of cards. There are three types of cards:
Combat, Command, and Fog of War.
Combat (39)
• Mortar (3)
• Sniper (3)
• Scouts - Squad A (3)
• Scouts - Squad B (3)
• Scouts - Squad C (3)
• Riflemen - Squad A (5)
• Riflemen - Squad B (5)
• Riflemen - Squad C (5)
• Machine Gunners - Squad A (3)
• Machine Gunners - Squad B (3)
• Machine Gunners - Squad C (3)

Fog of War (10)

Command (5)
• Platoon Sergeant (1)
• Platoon Guide (1)
• Squad Leader - Squad A (1)
• Squad Leader - Squad B (1)
• Squad Leader - Squad C (1)
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Combat Cards and Counters
Combat Card
Combat cards have associated combat counters and
represent teams or specialized personnel in combat. Initiative
Combat cards have the following attributes:
Actions, Color, Initiative, Name, Silhouette, and
Squad
Squad. Combat cards’ corresponding combat
counters have matching Color, Silhouette, and Squad
attributes. Combat counters also have a Base Defense
attribute.

Name

Actions: All combat cards have at least one action (p. XX).

Silhouette

Base Defense: This value represents the base defense of a
Combat counter when it is targeted by an action. Range
and terrain also increase a target’s defense (p. XX).

Actions

Initiative: This value is used to determine which player
goes first in a round (p. XX).

Color

Squad
Base Defense

Name: Name of the card type.
Silhouette: An image associated with each type of team or
specialized personnel. The silhouette on the card matches
that on the corresponding combat counter.
Squad: Squads are identified by letter designation: A, B, or
C. The squad designator matches that on the corresponding
combat counter.

Command Cards
Command Cards are members of the platoon command
group as well as the squad leaders for each of the three
squads. Command cards are not used in direct combat.
Instead, they are responsible for command, control,
communications, and support. Command cards share the
same attributes as combat cards, but they do not have
associated combat counters.
Each Command Card offers a player a choice of two actions.
One of these actions — Bolster Force — allows players to
add extra Combat Cards (e.g. Scouts, Machine Gunners,
Snipers) to their deck, either supporting existing units or
adding new ones.
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Silhouette
Combat Counter

Command Card

Fog of War Cards
Fog of War cards have no value in combat. Fog of War cards
represent breakdowns in command, control, and
communications; the use of denial and deception tactics by
the adversary; and the challenge of deploying elements of
your platoon across large areas while maintaining
communication.

Game Board Tiles
Each game board tile depicts a general terrain type on the
battlefield and has a Cover Bonus value and a unique Tile
Designation used for game board construction.

Fog of War Card

Game Board Tile

Cover Bonus: This value is added to a combat counter’s
Base Defense when the combat counter is on the game board
tile and is the target of an action (p. XX).
Tile Designation: This unique letter/number combination
is used to identify each game tile for ease in
constructing the game board for scenarios.
Cover Bonus
Tile Designation

Markers
Scout markers are placed on game board tiles to
indicate an area has been scouted with the Scout action
(p. XX). Both players can scout the same game tile.
Scouted markers are flipped to the Control marker side
when an objective has been controlled by the Control
Objective action (p. XX). Only one player can control
an objective at a time.

Control Marker Scouted Marker

Objective markers indicate the number of Objective
Points a player gains when they Control a Game Tile
(p. XX).
Target markers are used with the Target action (p.
XX).
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Target Marker Objective Marker

Game Setup
Scenarios in Platoon Command have unique
game board layouts and card decks for the US
and German players. Each scenario describes
how to setup the game. If this is your first time
playing Platoon Command, we recommend
you start with the first scenario - Basic Training.
Additional scenarios can be found in the
Campaign Book.

Supply
Each player then removes additional cards from
their deck, as specified in the scenario, and places
them face up near the game board. These cards
are called the Supply and represent cards that
can be acquired during the game. In the case of
the Basic Training scenario, each player uses
these cards for their Supply:

Construct Game Board
Place the game board tiles as depicted in the
Game Board Setup illustration. Set the remaining
tiles aside, as they will not be used.

• 4 Scouts (2 from Squad A, 2 from Squad B);
• 8 Riflemen (4 from Squad A, 4 from Squad B);
• 3 Fog of War.
Remove Cards from Game
Any cards that are left over after the Draw Deck
and Supply have been created are set aside, as
they will not be used.

Draw Decks
Each player removes cards from the deck, as
specified by the scenario, shuffles the cards, and
uses this as their starting Draw Deck. In the case
of the Basic Training scenario, each player uses
these cards for their Draw Deck:
•
•
•
•

Counters and Markers
Place the combat counters, control markers, and
scouted markers on the game board tiles as
depicted in the Game Board Setup illustration.
Any time a card is in a player’s starting Draw
Deck, the corresponding combat counter will also
start on the game board.

2 Squad Leaders (Squad A, Squad B);
2 Riflemen (1 from Squad A, 1 from Squad B);
2 Scouts (1 from Squad A, 1 from Squad B);
2 Fog of War cards.

Example Setup for Basic Training Scenario
German Supply

German
Draw Deck

US Supply

US
Draw Deck
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Scenario: Basic Training
Fort McClellan, Alabama, USA - April, 1944
During World War II, Fort McClellan served as an Infantry Replacement Training Center (IRTC). The IRTC included a nine
week basic training course and specialized training corresponding to combat in the European theater. Training included
simulated urban areas, actions under live artillery fire, and crouching in foxholes with tanks moving overhead.
In this scenario, you are a Platoon Leader in training with just two squads under your command. You must capture at least
one of the simulated farmsteads and control areas around it.

Starting Tile for
German combat
counters

Mission Objective
When one player gains control of
5 Objective Points, the game ends
immediately. If all of both players’
riflemen are removed from the
game before one player reaches 5
Objective Points, the player with
the most Objective Points wins.
German Player
Draw Deck
- Platoon Sergeant
- Squad Leader: Squad A
- Squad Leader: Squad B
- 1 Riflemen: Squad A
- 1 Riflemen: Squad B
- 1 Scouts: Squad A
- 1 Scouts: Squad B
Supply
- All remaining Scouts and
Riflemen from Squads A and B
- 4 Fog of War

US Player
Draw Deck
- Platoon Sergeant
- Squad Leader: Squad A
- Squad Leader: Squad B
- 1 Riflemen: Squad A
- 1 Riflemen: Squad B
- 1 Scouts: Squad A
- 1 Scouts: Squad B
Supply
- All remaining Scouts and
Riflemen from Squads A and B
- 4 Fog of War

Starting Tile for US
combat counters
Game Board Setup
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Playing the Game
Take Actions
Beginning with the player who won initiative, the
players now take turns performing actions. On
their turn, a player plays all three of the
remaining cards from their hand. These cards are
played one by one in front of the player either to
perform a single action indicated on the card or
to pass. Once a player has played all cards from
their hand, they move the cards to their discard
pile and their turn ends.

Once the game board is set and the cards have
been sorted, you are ready to begin play. The
game is played in a series of rounds, with each
round consisting of the following phases:
• Draw cards: players draw four cards from
their draw decks;
• Determine initiative: players play one of their
cards to determine initiative;
• Take actions: Players take turns using the
remaining cards to perform actions.

Placing New Combat Counters
Any time a player takes an action with a card that
does not have a corresponding combat counter
on the board, place the corresponding combat
counter on the appropriate starting game tile as
indicated in the scenario before taking the action.

Once this series of phases is complete, the round
is over and a new round begins. This continues
until one player achieves the Mission Objective.
Draw Cards
Each player draws a hand of four cards from
their Draw Deck. When a Draw Deck runs out,
shuffle all cards in the discard pile and create a
new Draw Deck to continue drawing.
Determine Initiative
Each player chooses a card from their hand to
use for initiative and the players simultaneously
reveal the cards and place them on the top of
their discard piles. The player with the highest
initiative goes first. If the players tied for
initiative, they roll a ten-sided dice to see who
goes first. Fog of War cards can be used for
initiative, but they have a 0 value.
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The Platoon
In Platoon Command, each player
takes on the role of the Platoon
Leader and commands a platoon.
Each platoon has a command group
(with a Platoon Sergeant and a
Platoon Guide) as well as three
squads. Each squad contains a Squad
Leader, a Riflemen unit, a Scout
unit, and a Machine Gunner unit.
The platoon can also have two
attached, specialized units: the Sniper
and the Mortar, which do not belong
to a squad.
* Platoon Command does not include Platoon Messengers, and the role of the
Assistant Squad Leader is incorporated into the Squad Leader command card.

Riflemen
Riflemen are the core of the platoon. This pivotal role is encapsulated in the
Rifleman's Control Objective action, which no other unit possesses. This action is
used to claim control of objectives on the battlefield, the core goal of the game.
Advancing Rifleman to objectives (with their Move action), controlling these
objectives (with Control Objective), and then defending them (with Attack actions)
is essential to success in most Scenarios.
Scouts
Scouts play a pivotal role in the platoon's advancement across the battlefield. Each
tile must be explored with the Scout action before it can be moved into by other
units. However, with each newly scouted tile, a player must add a Fog of War card
to their deck, reducing the efficiency of their platoon. The Scout's Recon action
can be used to remove these Fog of War cards, but at the cost of slowing down the
advancement of the platoon. Scouts can also use their Concealment action to slow
down the opponent’s platoon by adding an additional Fog of War card to their
deck.
A leading platoon covers its zone of reconnaissance with scouts. They act as a screen
to investigate possible danger areas, seek out the enemy, and prevent surprise hostile
fire. The distance the scouts precede the platoon is governed by orders of the
platoon leader and varies with the ground and with the probable position of the
enemy. (FM 7-10, pars. 106f and 142d.)
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Machine Gunners
The Machine Gunners' Suppressive Fire action can be used to neutralize a key
opposing unit before it has the chance to act. Other units in the platoon can then
seize this opportunity to advance or attack, free from interference. Machine
Gunners are also more effective in combat than Scouts and Riflemen. They roll two
dice instead of one (Attack 2 vs. Attack 1), increasing their chances of successfully
hitting an opposing unit.
The automatic rifleman supports the rapid advance of other members of the squad
from flank positions. (FM 7-10, pars. 144b.)

Sniper
The Sniper does not have any unique actions in the game. Instead, the Sniper
benefits from the highest Attack ability (Attack 3) and the best Defense in the game
(6). Players seldom begin scenarios with Snipers in their starting deck. Usually
players use their Platoon Sergeant (or Platoon Guide) to Bolster the platoon with
Snipers.
A sniper is an expert rifleman, well qualified in scouting, whose duty is to pick off
key enemy personnel who expose themselves. By eliminating enemy leaders and
harassing the troops, sniping softens the enemy's resistance and weakens his morale.
Snipers may be employed by platoon leaders in either offense or defense. The
mobile sniper acts alone, moves about frequently, and covers a large but not
necessarily fixed area. He may be used to infiltrate enemy lines and seek out and
destroy appropriate targets. (FM 21-75, par. 165.)

Mortar
The mortar uses a unique attack mechanism in Platoon Command. Rather than
targeting a specific counter, the Mortar targets an entire area. Any counters in the
area – including allies – are targeted. To execute an attack, the Mortar must first
designate a target area with the Target action. The Mortar can then attack the
designated area with a Lethal Blast action.
In the approach march, a 60-mm mortar squad frequently is attached to a leading
platoon. This not only provides additional fire power, but enables the platoon leader
immediately to engage defiladed targets, or small areas believed to contain the
enemy. (FM 7-10, par. 12d(3).)
Note: The Mortar is the only element included in Platoon Command that is not
organic to a rifle platoon. Instead, Platoon Command includes the abstraction of a
mortar squad from the rifle company's weapons platoon attached to the rifle platoon.
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Platoon Sergeant
The Platoon Sergeant is the most powerful card in Platoon Command. The
Platoon Sergeant allows a player to either add 3 Combat Cards to their deck
(Bolster Force 3) or to take additional actions by drawing and using the top 2 cards
from their deck (Command 2).
The platoon sergeant is second-in-command. He assists the platoon leader in
controlling the direction and rate of movement of the advance. During all
operations he takes post as directed by the platoon leader so as best to assist in the
control of the platoon. (FM 7-10, par. 101b.)

Platoon Guide
The Guide is an extremely versatile member of the Platoon, allowing a player to
add an additional Combat Card to their deck (Bolster Force 1) or to advance any
unit in the platoon (Guide).
The platoon guide prevents straggling and enforces orders concerning cover,
concealment, and discipline. His position is usually in rear of the platoon, where he
observes the situation on the flanks and the rear. (FM 7-10, par. 101c.)

Squad Leaders
While critical to the success of the platoon, Squad Leaders are less versatile than
the Platoon Sergeant and the Guide. They can be used to add new cards to your
deck (Bolster Force) or perform additional actions (Inspire), but only for the units in
their Squad.
The squad leader is responsible for the discipline, appearance, training, control, and
conduct of his squad. He leads it in combat. The squad leader must train his squad
to use and care for its weapons, to move and fight efficiently as individuals, and
function effectively as a part of the military team. (FM 7-10, par. 134a.)
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Actions
Control Objective
Place the Riflemen card that took the Control
Objective action back into the Supply (not your
discard pile). Flip your Scouted marker to the
Control marker side to indicate a game board tile
is under your control. You cannot use a Control
Objective action on a game board tile if your
opponent has a combat counter on the tile. If
your opponent has controlled an objective but
does not have a combat counter on the game
board tile, you can use a Control Objective action
to flip their Control marker back to the Scouted
marker side and flip your Scouted marker to the
Control marker side. (See p. XX for an example)

Each combat card and command card in a
player’s hand can be used to perform one of the
actions listed on it. These actions are described in
detail below.
Attack
Attack a target combat counter by rolling a
number of ten-sided dice equal to your card’s
Attack value. (See p. XX for details and p. XX
for an example).
Bolster Force
Move a number of cards equal to your Bolster
Force value from your Supply to your discard
pile. Squad Leaders can only select cards from
their squad when using Bolster Force. The
Platoon Guide and Platoon Sergeant can select
any card, to include those not affiliated with a
squad.

Guide
Move one of your combat counters one space to
an adjacent game board tile with one of your
Control or Scouted markers.

Command
Draw a number of cards equal to the Command
value from your Draw Deck and put the cards in
your hand. You can use these cards to perform
actions this turn.
Concealment
Take one Fog of War card from your opponent’s
Supply and place it in their discard pile. If your
opponent has no Fog of War cards in their
supply, you cannot take this action. (See p. XX
for an example).
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Actions
Inspire
Give one combat card that you have already
played this turn an extra action. This must be one
of the actions indicated on the cards that was
already played. Squad Leaders can only select
cards from their squad when using Inspire.

Suppressive Fire
Make an attack against a target counter on the
board using four ten-sided dice. If the attack is
successful, flip the counter over to its
“suppressed” side. Suppressed counters cannot
perform actions as normal. Instead, they must
first take an action to flip themselves back over to
their normal, unsuppressed side. (See p. XX for
an example)

Lethal Blast
Roll one ten-sided dice against each combat
counter (including your own) on the same game
board tile as your Target marker. The targets of
the attack do not get a range Defense bonus. (See
p. XX for an example)

Target
Place your Target marker on a game board tile
three or more tiles away from your Mortar
combat counter. You can also use a Target action
to move the position of your Target marker if it
already on a game board tile. If you take a Move
action with the Mortar, remove the Target
marker from the game board. (See p. XX for an
example)

Move
Move the associated combat counter one space to
an adjacent game board tile with one of your
Control or Scouted markers. (See p. XX for an
example)
Recon
Remove one Fog of War card in your hand from
the game and replace it with the top card of your
Draw Deck. You may use this card to perform an
action this turn. (See p. XX for an example)
Scout
Move the associated Scouts combat counter up to
two game board tiles away. Place one of your
Scouted markers on each game board tile that
does not already have a marker. For each Scouted
marker placed, take one Fog of War card from
your supply and put it in your discard pile. Ignore
this last step if you you do not have any Fog of
War cards left in your supply. (See p. XX for an
example)
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Combat
Attack Results
If at least one dice of an attack is equal to or
greater than the target’s total Defense, the attack
is a success. In addition, an attack roll of 10 is
always a success, regardless of the target’s
Defense. A successful attack removes one of the
target combat counter’s associated combat cards
from the game. The exception is Suppressive
Fire, in which case no card is lost but the counter
is flipped to its “suppressed” side (See p. XX for
an example).

Three Actions - Attack, Lethal Blast, and
Suppressive Fire - allow combat counters to make
attack rolls against target combat counters.
To use any of these actions to make an attack,
you must have the combat card in your hand.
Match the combat card to its combat counter on
the game board. The combat counter is the
origin of the attack.
Attack
Roll the applicable number of ten-sided dice
depending on the action.

Removing Combat Cards from the Game
When a combat counter is successfully targeted,
you immediately remove one of its associated
combat cards from the game (except when using
the Suppressive Fire action). Check each of the
following in this order to see from where the
cards is removed:

• Attack: One, two, or three ten-sided dice as
indicated on the attacker's combat card;
• Lethal Blast: One ten-sided dice against each
combat counter on the same game board tile
as your target marker;
• Suppressive Fire: Four ten-sided dice.

• Hand;
• Discard pile;
• Draw Deck (shuffle the Draw Deck after
removing the card).

Defense
Compare the results of these dice to the target's
Defense. The target's defense is equal to their
Base Defense, plus their Cover Bonus, plus their
Range from the attacker.

If your opponent does not have a corresponding
card in their Hand, Discard Pile, or Draw Deck,
they remove the combat counter from the board.

• Base Defense: The target's Base Defense is
the value indicated on its combat counter;
• Cover Bonus: Add to this the Cover Bonus
indicated on the game board tile containing
the target's combat counter;
• Range: Count the number of game board
tiles between the attacker and target and add
this number to the target’s Defense. Do not
count the tile the attacker is on. Remember
that range is not factored in when using the
Lethal Blast action.

If a combat counter is removed from the game
board, it can be added back to the game board
later if a combat card is added back to a player’s
deck and a player takes an action with the card.
However, the combat counter is placed back on
the starting game tile as indicated in the scenario,
not the game tile from where the counter was
removed.
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Example 1: Scout
In this example, a US scout is moving ahead of the rest of his squad to scout out a forest. The US player
has a Scout card in their hand. The US player uses the card for a Scout action and moves the Scout two
game board tiles away from the original position. The US player places a Scouted marker on each of the
two game board tiles. The US player also takes two Fog of War cards from their Supply and adds the
cards to their discard pile. If there were no more Fog of War cards in the Supply, the US player would
ignore this part of the action.

US Scout
starting position

Scouted markers are added
to the game board tiles

US Scout
ending position

Example 2: Move and Control Objective
In this example, a German riflemen team is following their scouts into a small village. The Germany
player has two Squad A Riflemen cards in their hand. The Germany player uses one of the cards to
move one game tile, and then uses the second Riflemen card for the Control Objective action. The
Germany player takes the Riflemen card that was used for the Control Objective action and places it
back into their Supply (not their discard pile). The Germany player also flips over the Scouted marker on
the game board tile to its “Control” side. The Germany player now has 1 Objective Point. Note that if
they US player had a combat counter on the game board tile with the objective marker, the Germany
player would not have been able to use the Control Objective action.

German Riflemen
starting position

One of the Riflemen cards
is placed in the Supply

German Riflemen
ending position

The Scouted marker is
flipped to the Control side

Example 3: Attack
In this example, a Germany riflemen team has identified a US Sniper hiding in the woods nearby. The
Germany player won initiative and uses an Attack action with the Riflemen. The Riflemen has an Attack
of 1, which means the Riflemen will roll one ten-sided die. The Sniper has a Base Defense of 6, but adds
2 for Range and 3 for Cover Bonus, for a total Defense of 11. The Riflemen must roll a 10 for a success
(10 is always a success). In contrast if the Sniper was to attack the Riflemen, the Sniper would use the
Attack action to roll three ten-sided dice. A roll of 10 would automatically succeed, but the Sniper only
needs a 7 or higher because the Riflemen’s total Defense is 7 (Base Defense of 4 + Range of 2 + Cover
Bonus of 1).

Range = 2

Example 4: Suppressive Fire
In this example, a German machine gun team is pinned down in a church, while a US machine gun
team sets up to support an advancing sniper. The US player wins initiative and has a Machine Gunners
card and a Sniper card in their hand. The Germany player has a Machine Gunners card in their hand.
The US player knows that it will be critical to suppress the German Machine Gunners in order to
provide cover to the Sniper, so the US player chooses to use the Suppressive Fire action. The US player
rolls four dice and tries to roll equal to or higher than the German Machine Gunners’ defense of 7 (Base
Defense of 4 + Range of 2 + Cover Bonus of 1). If the US player is successful, the Germany player
must immediately flip over the Machine Gunners counter to its suppressed side. If the German Machine
Gunners is suppressed, the Germany player cannot take any action with the Machine Gunners other
than to flip the counter back over to its normal side.

Example 5: Target and Lethal Blast
In this example, a US mortar team has identified a German machine gun nest. The US player has two
Mortar cards in their hand. The US player uses one of the Mortar cards to take the Target action and
places a target marker on the board game tile with the German Machine Gunners combat token. The
US player then uses their second Mortar card to for the Lethal Blast action. The US player now rolls one
ten-sided dice against each combat token on the game board tile, announcing the target of each roll
before rolling. Unfortunately this includes allied units, which means a roll will also be made against the
US Scout. The Defense for each combat counter will be their Base Defense plus the Cover Bonus from
the game board tile. Remember not to include range for the Lethal Blast action. Therefore, the German
Machine Gunners and Riflemen would have a 5 Defense and the US Scout would have a 6 Defense.
Note the Germany player could not have used the Target action to place the Target marker on the game
board tile with the German Sniper combat counter because the game board tile is not at least three tiles
away from the US mortar.

Example 6: Concealment
In this example, a German platoon is operating behind enemy lines and is trying to conceal its presence.
The Germany player uses a Riflemen card for initiative, leaving a Fog of War card, Scouts card, and
Squad Leader card in their hand. The Germany player uses the Scouts card to take a Concealment
action. The US player must now take a Fog of War card from their Supply and add it to their discard
pile. If the US player had no Fog of War cards in their Supply, the Germany player could not use the
Concealment action.
German Player
Initiative Card

Remaining Cards in Hand

The Germany player uses the
Scout to take a Concealment
action

The US player adds a Fog of War
card to their discard Pile

Example 7: Recon
In this example, a German platoon is reconnoitering an area. The Germany player uses a Fog of War
card for initiative, leaving a Fog of War card, Scouts card, and Squad Leader card in their hand. The
Germany player uses the Scouts card to take a Recon action. The Germany player permanently removes
the Fog of War card in their hand from the game (the card will no longer be used in this game). The
Germany player then draws a card from the top of their Draw Deck and places in their hand. The
Germany player may immediately use the new card.

German Player
Initiative Card

Remaining Cards in Hand

The Germany player The Germany player
removes this Fog of uses the Scout to take
War card from the
a Recon action
game

The Germany player draws a Riflemen
card from the top of their Draw Deck
and may immediately use it

